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Overview of Today’s Session

q Introduction to Community-based learning at SCU
q Our assessment approach
q Interactive exercises 
q Our findings
q What we’re doing in response to what we learned
q Closing points/More discussion



Introduction to 
Community-

based Learning
Santa Clara University

Community in Context



SCU’s Home: Silicon Valley/San José

Source: U.S. Census Bureau, American Community Survey 



Santa Clara 
University

Mid-sized, private, Jesuit 
University 

SCU’s Students:

5,500 undergraduate students

Profile of Current Class

American Indian/Native American <1%

Asian 18%

Black or African American 4%

Hispanic of any race 18%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander <1%

White 51%

Two or more non-Hispanic race or ethnicities 7%

Race/ethnicity unknown 2%



SCU’s Approach to Justice

Educate students to lead with competence, conscience and 
compassion.

Emphasis on creating humane, just and sustainable world 
through:

q Ideals of equity, access, inclusion

q Uncovering underlying causes of inequity

q Systemic change in institutions, policies, norms 



SCU’s Ignatian Center

q Integrates Faith, Justice, and the Intellectual Life

q Coordinates Community Based Learning (CBL)



SCU’s Community-Based Learning Evolution

q 1986 Eastside Project created by three Jesuits with three   
community partnerships

q 2005 Ignatian Center formed – Program renamed to 
Arrupe

q 2009 New Core Curriculum - Experiential Learning for 
Social Justice (ELSJ) requirement



SCU Core Curriculum: 
ELSJ Core Requirement

q A requirement that may be 
completed at any time

q ELSJ courses may also meet 
other Core or in-major 
requirements

q 55 community partnerships, 
about 20 courses, and 500 
students each quarter

q A total of 70 ELSJ courses



ELSJ Core requirement: Learning Outcomes
DIVERSITY: Demonstrate an understanding and appreciation of the 

formal and informal knowledge, wisdom, and/or skills that individuals in 
these communities possess, showing awareness of own and at least one 
other perspective/worldview. 

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT: Recognize the importance of lifelong 
responsible citizenship and civic engagement in personal and/or 
professional activities in ways that benefit underserved populations. 

SOCIAL JUSTICE: Recognize, analyze, and understand the social 
reality and injustices in contemporary society, including recognizing the 
relative privilege or marginalization of their own and other groups. 



Our Assessment 
Approach

Santa Clara University

Direct and Indirect 
Assessments



ELSJ Core: Direct Assessment Results

DIVERSITY: 78% meet or exceed

CIVIC ENGAGEMENT: 66% meet or exceed

SOCIAL JUSTICE: 60% meet or exceed

N=114 Students, 17 Sections of ELSJ, 10 Departments



Direct assessment is critical, but…

Even with sampling

q It’s labor intensive
q Not sustainable annually

Not sufficient for program improvement



Turning to Indirect Assessment: The Student 
Learning Outcomes Survey 
CBL Survey, prior to 2014

Focused on:
q Student satisfaction

q CBL orientation experience

q CBL placement site experience

* See handout for questions

CBL Survey, 2014-present

Focuses on:
q Learning outcomes (diversity, 

social justice, civic engagement)
q Learning gains
q Student explanations for gains
q Integration of course and CBL 

experience



Learning gains approach

Student Assessment of Learning Gains (SALG) approach 
(Seymour et al., 2000)

q Students can make realistic appraisals of their learning gains 
from pedagogical approach employed

q Feedback allows faculty to identify course elements that 
support student learning and those that need improvement



More about the SALG

q Can measure student understanding, skills, cognition, 

attitudes, integration of learning, and motivation

q Most useful at course level

q Can be administered as a pre-test/post-test or post-test only

q Reliable and valid



Interactive 
Exercise

Santa Clara University

Using SALG



Sample Learning Gains Questions
As a result of your work in this class, what gains did you make in the following skills: 

Skill A (1=No gains, 5=Great gains)

As a result of your work in this class, what gains did you make in your understanding 
of following course learning objectives:

Learning objective A (1=No gains, 5=Great gains)

How much did the following course methods help you in your understanding of 
[course learning objective]

Labs (1=No gains, 5=Great gains)
Group project (1=No gains, 5=Great gains)

Take a Minute and Share it Out: Write a sample learning gains question for a 
Community-based learning (or other outcome) at your campus



From our Survey: Sample SALG Question

”As a result of your Arrupe experience (and academic 
coursework), how would you rate your GAINS in 
understanding appropriate and impactful ways to take social 
action to address the inequalities facing the community?”
(1=No gains, 5=Great gains)



Student Survey: Perceptions of Learning Gains

Percent reporting good or great gains (2016-18)

q 67% in understanding the causes of social, economic, or 
political inequality facing the community
q 72% in sense of civic commitment in using abilities and gifts to 
benefit underserved populations
q 58% in understanding ways to take appropriate and impactful 
social action to address inequalities facing the community

n = 744



Comparing Findings from Survey and Direct 
Assessment

Direct Assessment of Student  
Work in ELSJ course:

q Social Justice: 60% meet or 
exceed proficiency standard

q Civic Engagement: 66% meet   
or exceed proficiency standard

Student self-report data:

q Social Justice: 67% reported 
good or great gains
q Civic Engagement: 72%
reported good or great gains, but 
only 58% understand how to take 
social action



Interactive 
Exercise

Santa Clara University

Exploring the Reflections 
of Four Students



Your Analysis of the Student Reponses

q What are the qualities of community-based learning courses 
(and the accompanying CBL placement sites) that seem to 
work especially well to promote student learning? For example,
q Level of integration of course content and placement 

experience

q What areas of improvement do the responses suggest?

q For faculty?

q To meet the ELSJ learning outcomes?



Across Courses: Factors that Affect Student 
Learning

q Stronger ties between course theories/concepts and 
actual learning experience at placement

q Instruction asking students to integrate course and 
CBL learning through assignments, discussions, journals

q Clear attention to social/economic/political conditions
that affect the community



Progress, but not all students reach the same 
outcomes

25

Charity/
Personal 

Responsibility

Social 
Awareness/

Personal 
Participation 

Social Justice/
Engaging in 

Social Change 

This framing draws heavily from Chipolle (2010) & Tinkler (2013), but also draws from Mitchell 
(2008) Westheimer & Kahn (2004), and Morton (1995).



Getting closer to program improvement

But first, expanding what we know with a focus on 
faculty  
q What are their experiences with CBL courses?
q A new survey



Faculty Survey (2016-18)

Findings from 65 course sections over 2 years

q 98% CBL helped improve student understanding of 
course material

q 94% personally enjoyed and benefitted from teaching CBL
q 66% CBL experience generated interest in related 

scholarship
“Can’t imagine the students understanding the course content 
without the community-based learning.” (Sociology faculty)

Data indicate faculty who selected “4” or “5” on a 5-point scale (1=strongly disagree; 5=strongly agree)



Faculty Survey: Identification of Challenges

q Strategies to better integrate CBL within class and 
assignments
q Suggestions on how to help students reflect deeply
q Interest in readings or programming on social justice and 
Ignatian pedagogical tradition



Now
Building on our findings

Faculty & program 
development



Next step: Support for Faculty in CBL Courses

q Challenge: Integration and Reflection 
ü Follow-Up: 

ü Creation of CBL Faculty Development Web Resource 
ü One-on-one consultations (work on alignment)
ü Workshops on facilitating in-class connections and 

assignments (e.g., journals) 
ü Filling in gaps: involve librarians/community partners to 

provide more info about community and ways of effecting 
change at “structural” level



Building on Faculty Scholarly Interest in CBL

q Opportunity: CBL and Scholarly Plans: 66% CBL 
experience generated interest in scholarship

ü Follow-Up: Collaboration with University’s Faculty 
Development Program--workshop on research and 
writing in CBL within the discipline.



Looking Beyond the ELSJ Course

Identification of new areas for program development

q Identify other learning experiences can reinforce 
diversity, civic engagement and social justice 
outcomes (co-curriculum, other courses, other CBL 
courses) 



In Closing
One Assessment Tool 

for Students

Identification of multiple 
ways to improve student 
learning and the 
development of a new 
assessment tool for faculty



Closing Points: Assessment Approach

q Merits of supplementing direct assessment with 
additional types of inquiry

q Survey is a useful tool when it aligns with 
learning/program outcomes

q Benefits of learning gain approach + open-ended

q Provides “actionable information” for faculty, community 
partners, and (potentially) students 

q Inquiry not over:  Value in other, qualitative approaches



One Assessment Instrument, 
Many Outcomes: 

Development of a Community-based Learning Assessment 
Tool

Questions and Discussion
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From your perspective, in what way has your participation in the community placement 
impacted both the community and yourself?  

What have you learned about the lives and perspectives of the population you are 
engaged with in the community each week? 

How has your community-based learning experience deepened your understanding of 
diversity and group differences that lead to privilege, marginalization, or social injustice? 

In what specific ways has your community-based learning experience this quarter 
enhanced your learning of the course content? 

Has your community-based learning experience affected how you think about your role 
as a citizen or your commitment to be involved in the community? Please describe. 

As a result of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you rate 
your GAINS in your understanding of some of the causes of social, economic, or political 
inequality facing the community represented by your Arrupe placement? (1=No gains, 
5=Great  gains) 

Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 

As a result of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you rate 
your GAINS in your understanding appropriate and impactful ways to take social action 
to address the inequalities facing the community? (1=No gains, 5=Great gains) 
Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 

As a results of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you 
evaluate your GAINS in feeling a sense of commitment to using your abilities and gifts to 
benefit underserved populations? (1=No gains, 5=Great gains) 

Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 
Additional feedback or comments related to your community-based learning experience 
this quarter. 

What was covered at the orientation that was 

especially helpful in preparing you for your 

community-based learning experience? 

In what ways is your placement providing an 
appropriate learning experience to complete your 
class assignments? 

What was missing from the orientation that would 
have been helpful to you? 

Is there something more that the staff at your 
placement could do to enhance the experience? 

If you have any concerns or issues you would like to 
share confidentially with the Arrupe staff, please 
write them here. We will follow up with you but this 
information will not be shared with our community 
partners or your faculty. 
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From your perspective, in what way has your participation in the community 
placement impacted both the community and yourself?  

What have you learned about the lives and perspectives of the population you are 
engaged with in the community each week? 

How has your community-based learning experience deepened your understanding of 
diversity and group differences that lead to privilege, marginalization, or social 
injustice? 

In what specific ways has your community-based learning experience this quarter 
enhanced your learning of the course content? 

Has your community-based learning experience affected how you think about your 
role as a citizen or your commitment to be involved in the community? Please 
describe. 

As a result of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you 
rate your GAINS in your understanding of some of the causes of social, economic, or 
political inequality facing the community represented by your Arrupe placement? 
(1=No gains, 5=Great  gains) 

Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 

As a result of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you 
rate your GAINS in your understanding appropriate and impactful ways to take social 
action to address the inequalities facing the community? (1=No gains, 5=Great gains) 

Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 

As a results of your Arrupe experience (and academic coursework), how would you 
evaluate your GAINS in feeling a sense of commitment to using your abilities and gifts 
to benefit underserved populations? (1=No gains, 5=Great gains) 

Please briefly explain your answer to the previous question. 

Additional feedback or comments related to your community-based learning 
experience this quarter. 

Community-based Learning Survey, 2014-Present 

LEARNING GAINS 

(Social Justice, Social 

Action, Civic 

Engagement) 

Diversity/Perspective, 

Social Justice 

Integration 

Civic Engagement 


